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1.

The Early Days

Robert Noyce was born on December 12, 1927 in Burlington,
Iowa. His father Ralph was a minister of religion for the
Congregational Church. Harriet, his mother, was previously a
teacher in high-school before she became a full-time
homemaker. Robert distinguished himself as a high-spirited
youth, but always managed to maintain a straight-A record in
high school. (He never scored less than 96-percent in either
science or math despite the fact he never seemed to pay much
attention in class).
As a youth, Robert Noyce was absolutely fascinated by
airplanes. In one memorable incident, when Noyce was twelve,
he talked his fourteen-year-old brother into helping him build a
glider from bamboo and cheesecloth using an illustration they
found in an encyclopedia as a guide. When the glider was
finished, it stood about 1.5 meters tall with a wing span of about 6
meters. They convinced one of their friends who had just
obtained a driver’s license to tow them down a street fast enough
to get the glider aloft. The brief flight turned out to be more
terrifying than it was effective.
Despite being offered a position at Miami University of Ohio, Bob
Noyce decided to go to Grinnell College near his home. His
college years were a flurry of activity where in addition to a full
course load, he also play bridge, attended dozens of lectures,
served on the yearbook team, attended musical performances,
starred in a campus radio melodrama and studied detailed
reports about the recent development of the atomic bomb. He
also joined the college diving team, where he earned his college
letter. In one memorable incident, Noyce and a friend went out
and stole a pig from a local farm to be roasted on a spit in his
residence hall’s party. The pig turned out to belong to the local
mayor, who wanted Noyce expelled from Grinnell. In the end,
Noyce was expelled for one semester as punishment.
At about the same time as Noyce returned to Grinnell for the final
semesters of his senior year, Bell Labs announced the invention
of the transistor – a solid-state device which could amplify
electronic signals without using the vacuum tubes then
commonly used in electronic devices. Noyce and his physics
teacher, Grant Gale, poured over the technical reports Bell Labs
released describing these devices, and thought about the
potential applications this opened up. Partly as a result of this but
also due to the fact he was unable to join the air force because he
was color blind, when Noyce graduated from Grinnell College
with a double major in math and physics and a Phi Beta Kappa
key, he decided to apply to join the doctoral program in Physics
at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT).
By the time Noyce came to MIT, the university’s efforts to build a
world-class physics department were well advanced. MIT was at
the epicenter of what would later become called the U.S.
“military-industrial complex”. During the Second World War, MIT
had received $117 million in federal research grants. MIT
professors had helped develop several important technologies
including radar and the atomic bomb. MIT faculty commonly
served on presidential commissions and in the boardrooms of
some of the nation’s largest and most powerful corporations. For
Noyce, MIT was a huge culture shock after the much smaller
Grinnell College, a fact emphasized by the fact for the first time in
his life, Noyce actually failed some assessment tests in physics.
He was required to take a two-semester undergraduate course
to catch up.

Also for the first time in his life, Noyce was forced to study at MIT.
He had always prided himself that in maths and physics, you
didn’t need to memorize the answers in advance because you
could always derive the correct answers from your existing
knowledge of basic scientific principles. At MIT, Noyce found he
didn’t have as thorough a knowledge of the basic principles as
his peers. He spent the first semester cramming new information
into his mind. The success of this was soon evident because
after his first semester, Robert Noyce passed every course he
took at MIT with honors.
Noyce had gone to MIT with a partial scholarship which paid for
his tuition but left him to work part-time to pay for his board. Half
way through his first year, however, he was awarded a teaching
scholarship which paid him enough money to be able to
concentrate on his studies. At the end of his first year of graduate
study, Noyce was awarded the Shell Fellowship which provided
$1,200 per year, plus tuition.
“His finances in order, Noyce quickly immersed himself with a
whirlwind schedule that recalled his college days. Cambridge
was a Mecca for young, mostly single, men and women
attending school up and down the Eastern Seaboard. Handbills
posted around town advertised football games, hockey
tournaments, crew regattas, formal dances socials and parties –
many of which Noyce attended. He organized a clambake at
Wingaersheik beach, off Cape Ann. He was there for MIT’s
infamous ‘raining beer’ party of 1950 during which a room full of
physics graduate students was drenched in suds when the host,
unable to determine how to tap the keg they bought, decided to
drill into it with a corkscrew. He performed in several musicals,
landing the lead in at least one. He auditioned for and joined
Boston’s Chorus Pro Musica, one of the top choral groups in the
country. Noyce also found time to fly the model airplane his
parents sent from home, and to play a great deal of bridge, often
late into the night.”
– Leslie Berlin
For his PhD dissertation, Noyce chose the topic: “A Photoelectric
Investigation of Surface States on Insulators”. This topic was
inspired in large part by the transistor research done at Bell Labs.
He proposed a project which would measure the presence of
electrons at the surface of quartz and magnesium oxide. To carry
out his research, Noyce had to conduct the experiment in a
vacuum, which meant building it inside a glass vessel that was
then heated to about 1,000oC. The equipment available in the
1950s was rudimentary by modern standards, and several times
Noyce had to start over because of equipment breakages,
contaminations and other problems. In the end, his experiment
proved to be a disappointment as he could not show the surface
states of the insulators he studied were performing as predicted.
Noyce did, however, manage to characterize the electrical
properties of magnesium oxide in great detail and this was a
small but valid contribution to knowledge in his field.
“The most important lesson that Noyce learned from his
dissertation could not easily be translated onto paper. He had
developed outstanding laboratory skills as a solid-state
experimental physicist. His early false starts had taught him how
to prepare materials and how to keep them from contamination.
He also understood photoelectric emissions, electrons, holes,
quantum states, and the physical properties of solids.”
– Leslie Berlin
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